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ABOUT FUTURE LEADERS ALLIANCE

Future Leaders Alliance is an innovative and dynamic platform dedicated to the cultivation of tomorrow’s world changers. Rooted in the principle that today’s young leaders are tomorrow’s power players, our organization fosters an empowering environment that connects, inspires, and prepares youth for their future leadership roles. Our Alliance is passionately committed to nurturing leadership potential, equipping individuals with the skills, network, and experiences needed to make meaningful impact in their communities and beyond. We believe in the boundless potential of youth and, through our transformative initiatives, we aspire to unleash the next generation of trailblazers, innovators, and thought leaders.

MISSION
Fostering a global alliance of youth to jointly own and transform the development agenda through digital innovations for a sustainable and equitable future.

VISION
We aim to empower global youth with skills, mentorship, exposure, and networking for impactful sustainable development in their communities and beyond.

WHAT WE DO
With a keen focus on holistic development, we strive to enhance each individual’s innate leadership qualities, while also nurturing their intellectual growth and personal well-being. Through our organization, we seek to catalyze transformational change by instilling in the youth a robust sense of responsibility, compassion, and creativity, all pivotal to effective leadership. We believe that every young person holds the capacity to inspire, innovate, and influence, and we exist to help them harness these potentials to their fullest extent.
BENEFITS OF Fla

**NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES**
Opportunities to connect with like-minded peers, experienced leaders, and influential personalities in various fields from around the world.

**TRAVEL OPPORTUNITIES**
Opportunities to travel to different countries for conferences, seminars, or networking events.

**SKILL DEVELOPMENT**
Encourage young leaders to develop and refine a variety of skills, such as leadership, project management, public speaking, diplomacy, and intercultural communication.

**GLOBAL EXPOSURE**
Have the chance to gain exposure to diverse cultures, ideologies, and approaches to problem-solving.

**CAREER ADVANCEMENT**
Boost to your CV, making you stand out in job applications and potentially paving the way for unique career opportunities.

**CULTURAL INTELLIGENCE**
Exposure to cultural understanding and appreciation, a valuable attribute in today’s globalized world.
Illuminate the role of technology and data in addressing global challenges. Facilitate discourse among emerging leaders on best practices, innovations, and potential pitfalls. Establish collaboration networks for future projects and initiatives related to SDGs.

As the globe confronts intricate dilemmas, such as climate change, economic disparity, and health crises, the need to integrate technology and data into our solutions is more pressing than ever. The conference aims to:
- Illuminate the role of technology and data in addressing global challenges.
- Facilitate discourse among emerging leaders on best practices, innovations, and potential pitfalls.
- Establish collaboration networks for future projects and initiatives related to SDGs.

Panel Discussions: Featuring experts in data science, technology, sustainable development, and public policy.

Workshops: Hands-on sessions where participants can acquire skills related to data analytics, technology deployment for sustainability, and more.

Networking Sessions: Opportunities for attendees to connect, collaborate, and conceive future projects.

Showcase of Innovations: A space for start-ups, tech firms, and researchers to display their latest tools and solutions aiding SDGs.

Keynote Addresses: Speeches by influential figures in the realm of sustainability, technology, and global development.
The GYC seeks to empower our youth by blending the transformative power of data, technology, and mentorship. Emphasizing mentorship for capacity building, we aspire to channel the wisdom of seasoned professionals to guide and amplify the efforts of the next generation towards the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). With this collaborative spirit in mind, the conference has delineated the following objectives:

1. **Promote Awareness**
   Raise understanding of the integral role that data and technology play in achieving SDGs.

2. **Foster Collaboration**
   Connect diverse stakeholders to foster cross-sector partnerships and joint initiatives.

3. **Skill Enhancement**
   Equip participants with actionable insights and tools related to the use of data and technology.

4. **Innovation Showcasing**
   Highlight breakthroughs and emerging solutions that leverage tech for SDGs.

5. **Develop Roadmaps**
   Craft future strategies to incorporate technology and data-driven solutions in SDG-related endeavors.
POTENTIAL TOPICS OF DISCUSSION

- The Intersection of Artificial Intelligence and Sustainability.
- Big Data: Driving Policy Changes for Global Challenges.
- Technological Solutions for Climate Resilience.
- The Role of Digital Literacy in Achieving SDGs.

AI and Sustainability

Big Data and Global Challenges

Technology Solutions & Climate Resilience

Digital Literacy for SDGs
OUTCOMES OF THE GLOBAL YOUTH CONFERENCE

1. Awareness
   Participants will grasp the vital connection between data, technology, and Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

2. Insights and Knowledge Acquisition
   Participants will be enlightened about emerging trends, best practices, potential pitfalls, and challenges, especially in low-resource settings.

3. Networking and Collaboration
   Establishment of valuable contacts for future initiatives and collaborations

4. Innovation Display
   Showcasing breakthroughs, tools, and solutions that employ technology to aid SDGs

5. Strategy Development
   Crafting of future roadmaps to incorporate technology and data-driven solutions for SDG-related projects.
WHO SHOULD ATTEND

- Young professionals working at NGOs, think tank organizations, academia, civil society, companies, consultancy, or government sectors.
- Entrepreneurs or non-profit entrepreneurs
- Young Professionals working in the field of technology and data
- Young Professionals and Students interested in sustainable development studies

PARTNERSHIPS FOR THE GOALS.
SDGs mindset refers to a specific state of mind that orientates human conduct toward SDGs values and outcomes. Individuals with SDG mindsets are often drawn to opportunities, innovation, and new value creation. In this event, all participant are gathered together, in the hope of enhancing their collaboration. The objectives of the SDGs include a universal scale, with a comprehensive framework in assisting the world’s countries toward sustainable development through three approaches, namely economic growth, openness in the social order, and environmental sustainability. SDGs consist of 17 global-scale goals that our conference grouped into 4 major clusters: Economy, Education, Social, and Technology.

The leadership session is a program that correlates with our vision to develop and enhance youth skills to prepare as future leaders and the new agents of SDGs. To solve the world’s toughest problems, the participants need to work together, create innovation, and collaborate to make it happen, and have an impact on society.

Every future leader must have the provision and broad global insight to have a multi-cultural understanding. Of all activities related to learning culture, language, and technology is expected future leaders have a science of multicultural understanding.
GLOBAL YOUTH CONFERENCE SERIES

Global Youth Conference: Harnessing Data and Technology for SDGs, Egypt
Venue: Sharm el Sheikh, Egypt
Dates: 24-26 February 2024

Global Youth Conference: Harnessing Data and Technology for SDGs, Türkiye
Venue: Istanbul, Türkiye
Dates: 7-9 June 2024

Global Youth Conference: Harnessing Data and Technology for SDGs, Malaysia
Venue: Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Dates: 15-17 November 2024

Global Youth Conference: Harnessing Data and Technology for SDGs, United States of America
Venue: New York, US
Dates: 9-11 February 2025